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Abstract—The prosperity of online rating system makes it a
popular place for malicious vendors to mislead public’s online
decisions, whereas the security related studies are lagging behind.
In this work, we develop a quantile regression model to investigate
influential factors on online user choices and reveal that the
promotion effect on products’ market outcomes is determined by
not only the attacker’s manipulation power but also the specific
property of the target product and the market self-exciting power.
Inspired by these findings, we propose a novel iterative rating
attack and validate its effectiveness through experiments.

I. Introduction
With the rapid growth of e-commerce and social media, online rating systems that let users post ratings/reviews of products and services are playing an increasingly important role in
influencing users’ online purchasing/downloading decisions.
On the one hand, users may directly rank products/services
according to their rating scores. On the other hand, online
recommender systems that help users identify their favorable
items from vast amount of products/services also take such
ratings/reviews as a critical input. According to a 2013 survey
conducted by Dimensional Research [1], 88% online users
have been influenced by an online user review when making
a buying decision. A survey conducted by comScore Inc. and
The Kelsey Group reveals that consumers are willing to pay at
least 20% more for services receiving an “Excellent” or 5-star
rating than for the same services receiving a “Good”, or 4-star
rating [2]. EBay sellers with established reputation can expect
about 8% more revenue than new sellers marketing the same
goods [3].
The huge profits provide great incentive for companies
to manipulate online user ratings/reviews in practice. Book
authors and eBay users are shown to write or buy favorable
ratings for their own products [4], [5]. A recent study has
identified that 10% of online products have had their user
ratings manipulated [6]. Yelp has identified roughly 16% of
its restaurant ratings [7] as dishonest ratings. The boom of
rating companies, which provide sophisticated rating manipulation packages at affordable prices, reinforces the prevalence
of such manipulations. For just $9.99, a company named
“IncreaseYouTubeViews.com” can provide 30 “I like” ratings
or 30 real user comments to boost video clips on YouTube.

Taobao, which is the largest Internet retail platform in China,
has identified these rating boosting services as a severe threat.
The protection of online rating systems in essence has roots
in the thorough understanding of how attack strategy works.
Hence, a number of studies have been conducted to investigate
rating attack strategies. Generally speaking, rating attacks
can be classified into two categories: self-boosting attacks,
where malicious users aim to boost rating scores of their
own products, and bad-mouthing attacks, where malicious
users aim to downgrade rating scores of other competitors’
products [8]–[10]. Specifically, a number of diverse rating
manipulation strategies have been proposed, such as Sybil
attack [11], Oscillation attack [12] and RepTrap attack [13].
Nevertheless, current studies on rating attacks are still
immature due to several reasons. First, most of the current
studies evaluate attack impact by measuring the distortion
of a target product’s rating score [14], or the number of
unfair ratings bypassing the detection scheme [15], [16], while
seldom considering the economic impact on product market
outcome. The product market outcome can be measured by
firm equity values, online sales, or downloads, if the product
is in digital format. The lack of economic analysis often leads
to impractical designs of attacks that are effective in changing
products’ rating scores while not necessarily attracting more
real sales/downloads.
Second, the current design of attack strategies mainly focuses on malicious user behavior while ignoring product properties. Although comprehensive malicious user behavior has
been extensively investigated, it is not the only impact factor
determining the attack consequences. The same malicious user
behavior may lead to completely different impacts on products
with different properties, such as existing rating value and
volume, existing sales/downloads, market ranks, etc.
Third, current attacks promote/downgrade products by considering only the “external energy” provided by unfair ratings
while ignoring the “internal energy” generated by the market
itself. For example, if a rating manipulation launched at time
t − 1 is able to increase the target product’s sales at time t,
we find that the greater sales and higher popularity can further
bring in more sales at the next time point t + 1 although rating
manipulation has already stopped.
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To fill the gap, we consider these three aspects in the design
of the proposed attack and summarize our contributions as
follows. First, we introduce economic analysis into the design
of rating manipulations by modeling how manipulation related
factors will influence products’ online sales/downloads. Second, we further differentiate manipulation impact on products
with different popularity by adopting a quantile regression
model. Third, for the first time, we discover a “self-exciting”
property in the online rating market which may provide extra
energy beyond the manipulation power to push up target
products to a higher rank than expected. Inspired by these
findings, a novel iterative rating attack strategy is proposed
and its effectiveness has been validated through experiment
results. Note that we mainly focus on self-boosting attacks in
this study. The same logic, however, may also help the design
of bad-mouthing attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Prior studies
on rating manipulations and influential factors for product
sales/downloads are reviewed in Section II. A quantile regression model is introduced in Section III-A and applied on data
described in Section III-B. Observations of regression results
are explained in Section IV. A novel iterative rating attack
strategy is proposed in Section V, followed by experiment
results in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this
paper.
II. Related Work
A. Influential Factors for Online User Choices
A thorough understanding of how different factors may
affect online users’ decision making serves as the foundation
for the design of efficient rating manipulation strategies.
Therefore, we first conduct a comprehensive literature review
on influential factors for online user choices.
Rating value and volume are generally recognized as
critical influential factors on a product’s online market
sales/downloads [17]–[22]. Rating values, which reflect prior
users’ preferences and perceptions of product quality, play an
important role in influencing later users’ choices [17], [19].
Specifically, the impact of rating value is found to be nonlinear
[17], [23], meaning that a fixed increase in rating value can
lead to disparate market sales/downloads for products with
different existing ratings. On the other hand, rating volume,
which indicates a product’s visibility on the market, helps
bringing the product to users’ attention. Therefore, an increase
in rating volume may help the product stand out from abundant
competitors and lead to a larger chance of receiving greater
market sales/downloads [20], [24].
More interestingly, various studies in recent years have
found that the impact of rating value and volume differs over
products with different popularity [25]–[28], which is often
represented by market ranks. To accurately capture such impact, quantile regression models have been proposed by prior
studies in marketing and information systems [26], [29] and
achieved good results. Historically, this particular regression
methodology has also been introduced in Econometrics for
a long time and is shown to be robust and appropriate to
estimate the differential impact of influential factors on the
whole distribution of the outcome variable [30].

A product’s sales/downloads may also be affected by the
network effect and herding effect. First, the product diffusion
theory indicates a network effect where the greater user base
of a product, generally measured by past sales/downloads, will
help expand its market share [25], [31], [32]. Second, the
herding effect refers to that the empirical proof that online
consumers follow others’ adoption decisions [25], [33], [34].
In other words, if the products have become more popular
(i.e. ranked more highly in the market), consumers may follow
their predecessors’ steps and also choose those more popular
products.
We follow the above literature to adopt these influential
factors in our quantile regression model, which is discussed
in details in Section III-A.
B. Rating Manipulation Studies
To compare the proposed attack to existing ones, we further
review state-of-the-art rating manipulation studies.
The design of rating attack strategies has been conducted
by many security studies and is dynamically evolving. In
simple attacks, unfair ratings are provided independently. For
example, eBay users boost their own reputation often by
buying and selling ratings from independent sources [4]. Such
simple attacks, however, cannot cause severe damage to the
system due to the limited power of individual user accounts.
Collusion attacks, where excessive number of online IDs
coordinate to insert unfair ratings, are adopted by many rating
manipulation strategies as a more powerful attack [15], [16].
The Sybil attack [11] is a typical example of collusion attacks.
The colluding malicious users can (1) provide high ratings for
self-promoting; (2) provide low ratings for bad-mouthing [8]–
[10]; (3) restore their reputation by providing honest ratings
to products that they do not care [35], [36]; or (4) whitewash
their reputation by registering new user IDs [37].
Advanced collusion attacks, where malicious IDs perform
more diverse yet coordinated tasks, are proposed to further
strengthen manipulation impact and to avoid being detected.
For example, in Oscillation attacks [12], multiple malicious
user groups may perform different rating behavior to protect
one another from being detected. The roles of these groups
switch dynamically. Another example is RepTrap attack [13],
where malicious user IDs coordinate to overturn the reputation
of some products and turn them into traps one after another.
This way, users who provide honest ratings on these trap
products will be mistakenly identified as malicious by the
rating defense scheme. As a consequence, malicious users are
trusted by the systems and become more powerful to launch
further attacks while honest users are marked as untrustworthy.
To defend against collusion attacks, many online rating
systems increase the cost of acquiring multiple user IDs
by binding identity with IP address [38], requiring entry
fees [39], using network coordinates to detect Sybil attacks
[40], and analyzing trust relationships in social networks to
identify collusion groups [8]. In addition, a variety of advanced
defenses are proposed to statistically analyze products’ rating
distributions [41], [42], to evaluate raters’ feedback trust [43]–
[45], and to adopt temporal and user similarity information in
unfair rating detection [15], [16], etc.
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Note that, in this study, we mainly focus on how to enhance
manipulation impact when the same set of unfair ratings is
applied on different target products. How these ratings can be
inserted without being detected will be further studied in the
future work and is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore,
defense solutions are not considered in this study.
III. Model and Data
A. Quantile Regression Model
In this study, we develop a quantile regression model to
estimate the differential impact of various changes introduced
by rating manipulations on online user choices. Specifically,
a quantile is defined as the quantile of the outcome variable
distribution. By examining a series of quantiles, the quantile
regression model is designed to assess the different impacts
of independent variables at various locations of the outcome
variable distribution [30]. In particular, it models the conditional quantile of the outcome variable as a linear function of
independent variables [30].
Compared to the widely adopted least-squares regression
model, which assumes the impact of independent variables as
uniform over the entire distribution of the outcome variable
[26], [29], [46], the quantile regression model has its unique
features and is particularly helpful in this study. Based on the
literature review [25]–[28], in particular Section II-A, we agree
with the prior work that the impact of user ratings, our key
independent variables, is different on products with different
popularities. And popularities on CNETD are evaluated by
weekly downloads, our outcome variable. The adoption of
quantile regression model allows us to capture the differential impact of user ratings on different quantile of weekly
downloads, which could not be done through the least-squares
regression model. In addition, quantile regression models have
already been adopted by a number of prior studies to estimate
the impact of online user ratings on product popularity [26],
[29] and achieved convincing results.
The general form of the quantile regression model is expressed as:
Qα(y|x) = xβ(α)
(1)
where Qα(y|x) denotes the αth quantile of the distribution
of the outcome variable y, and x denotes the vector of
independent variables.
In this study, we have followed the prior work [26] conducted in the same online software platform to develop our
model. Specifically, we measure y by the weekly download
number of product i at time t (dit ). A logarithm transformation
is also applied on y to cope with the scale effect [17], [24],
[25]. It allows us to estimate the effect of a change in the
independent variables on the percentage change in the outcome
variable. In other words, the change of independent variables
is studied to affect a certain fraction of online user decisions.
The independent variable vector x includes those influential
factors that will be affected by rating manipulations and
other independent variables. Specifically, we first include the
average rating value r̄ti of product i at week t, of which
the impact is non-linear [20], [23]. The literature [20], [23]
finds that the impact of increasing rating value depends on its

original value. Accordingly, a square term on rating value is
included. That is, β2 (α)∗ r̄ti + β3 (α)∗ r̄ti ∗ r̄ti . We also note that
not all the products are reviewed. Actually, products are not
randomly selected to be reviewed, and whether a product is
reviewed also matters to its sales/downloads [47]. As a result,
we include a binary variable Revti [46], of which the value
is set as zero if product i has not received even a single
rating by week t, or as one otherwise. Second, we include
β5 (α)∗log(v̄ti ) to capture the impact of rating volume (vti ) and
set the value of log(vti ) as one if product i does not receive any
ratings at week t yet [17]. Online user decisions, which are
captured by weekly downloads in this study, are identified by
prior work to have a log-linear relationship with the number
of user ratings. As a result, logrithm is applied to vti . Third,
the herding effect, cumulatively proxied by product rank (i.e.
rank Rti ), is represented by β4 (α) ∗ Rti [25]. Fourth, we
include β6 (α)∗log(deit ) to capture the network effect [25], [31],
[32], where deit is product i’s total number of sales/downloads
by week t. The logarithm transformation is applied to scale
down the large variance of total product sales/downloads,
otherwise the coefficient will not have enough degrees of
freedom to be statistically estimated [46]. In addition to those
key influential factors, there are some other factors that may
also influence product sales/downloads but cannot be directly
changed by rating manipulations, such as product age (Aget ),
which indicates how long the product has been online, and its
square term (Age2t ) [25]. These factors are beyond the major
focus of this study since we aim to design efficient rating
attacks. To model product sales/downloads more robustly, we
introduce control variables Controlsx,i,t to represent such
factors.
The proposed model has its own uniqueness as compared
to the prior work [26]. First, a dummy variable Revti is
introduced to differentiate the two scenarios as not being rated
and having low rating value, because various prior work in the
econometrics and business field has emphasized that missing
value is not the same as the value of zero. Second, in addition
to the rating value, the rating volume is also included in
the proposed model, since recent literature has unanimously
agreed on the power of rating volume on online user decisions.
Third, a time lag of one week on key independent variables is
considered to avoid reverse causality. A notorious confounding
factor in econometrics model is the endogeneity caused by
reverse causality [46]. In particular, if both the independent
variables and the outcome variable are at the same time period,
a significant coefficient on the independent variable may be
partially caused by the causality of the outcome variable
on the corresponding independent variable, instead of the
other way around. To control for this issue, we follow the
literature to adopt one time lag in all independent variables
[19], [24], [46]. In other words, all influential factors at t−1 are
included. This simple yet widely adopted statistic technique
helps to exclude the possibility of reverse causality. Because
all influential factors occur before the outcome variable, the
outcome variable cannot affect any of those influential factors.
As a summary, we develop the following quantile regression
model to estimate the impact of rating manipulations:
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+ βx (α)Controlsx,i,t + ξi,t (α)

(2)
where Controlsx,i,t is a 2 ∗ 1 matrix of control variables
including Agei,t , Age2i,t , α denotes αth quantile.
Quantile regression model, as similar to other frequency
regression models, has an underlying asymptotic assumption that the sample data is sufficient to ensure unbiased
estimations. According to the literature [46], our data set
meets this assumption by having weekly data for around 300
products over 25 weeks, which will be elaborated in the next
subsection. We also acknowledge that not all potential control
variables may be included on the left side of the equation
(2), which is a general concern of most econometrics model.
In our work, those factors can be the marketing expenses
of the product, product quality, and customer preferences.
Fortunately, in equation (2), we have included the previous
i
software ranking (Rt−1
) and past total downloads (deit−1 ) to
at least partially, if not fully, control for the impact of those
omitted factors. Specifically, the software ranking and total
downloads at previous week can reflect the effectiveness of
advertising, the level of product quality and customer overall
preferences.
The key variables used in the regression model is summarized in Table I.
Variable
dit
deit
r̄ti
v
eti
Rit
F reeit
Rev uit
Rev eit
Ageit

Description
number of Weekly downloads of
software i at week t
total number of downloads of
software i by week t
average user rating of software i by week t
total number of user rating of
software i by week t
the rank of software i at week t
measured by weekly sales/downloads
a binary variable to measure if software i
is free-to try at week t
a binary variable to measure if software i
is reviewed by users at week t
a binary variable to measure if software i
is reviewed by CNET editorial team at week t
how long software i has
been available on the market

TABLE I: Description of Key Variables
B. Context and Data
Our data is collected from CNET Download.com (CNETD),
an online platform providing more than 30,000 free or free-totry software programs for Windows, Mac, mobile devices, and
Webware. It holds a leading user rating system with a large
number of online user ratings/reviews. In addition, CNETD
also shows download counts for each of its software programs.
These software programs are also ranked according to their
number of weekly downloads. The CNET editorial team also

picks a small percentage of software programs to provide a
rating in a five-star scale along with detailed comments.
There are several reasons for choosing this particular context. First, the experiential nature of a software product
requires online users to generally rely on others’ experiences to
signal product quality and find matched products [18]. Second,
product variety in online software markets has been increasing
over years [26]. Online user ratings thus play a significant role
in making a product visible out of abundant product choices.
CNETD clearly displays the average rating star and the total
number of user ratings for each listed product and updates that
information daily. This enables us to compile a longitudinal
dataset to quantify the impact of ratings. Third, online retail
sales data, which captures the online market outcome well, is
rarely available. Instead, weekly software downloads of freetrials on CNETD (i.e. dit ) are publicly available and have
been used in prior studies to measure software programs’
online market outcomes [18], [23], [25]. Those three features
of CNETD ensure that it is an appropriate research context
to estimate the impact of online user ratings and further
investigate the effect of rating manipulations.
In particular, we collect weekly data of software downloads
and online user ratings from CNETD over 26 weeks in
four categories from August 2007 to February 2008. Those
categories are Anti-virus, Download Managers, File Sharing
and Web Browser, which are chosen to include both popular
downloaded software programs as well as software programs
with different application purposes. Specifically, we collect
the number of weekly downloads (dit ), the cumulative number
of downloads (deit ), the average rating values (r̄ti ), the rating
volume (e
vti ), how long the software has been available on the
market (Ageit ), and product rank by weekly downloads (Rti ),
in addition to various software characteristics. Moreover, prior
studies in the same context have found that being selected by
CNET editors sends a positive signal to online users, leading
to greater downloads [23]. To capture the impact of CNET
editors’ expert rating on users’ choice [23], we add Rev eit as
the third element to the control variable matrix Controlsx,i,t .
As a result, the Controlsx,i,t becomes a 3∗1 matrix of control
variables including Agei,t , Age2i,t as well as Rev eit .
The quantile regression model in equation (2) is then applied
to this data set. Specifically, the first 25 weeks’ data is used
to estimate parameters of the quantile regression model and
the last week’s data is left alone for attack simulation later.
We intentionally partition the data set in this particular way
to assure that our quantile regression model estimation is
independent of the subsequent attack simulation.
IV. Observations
By observing parameters estimated through the quantile
regression model, in this section, we aim to understand how
a product’s market outcome can be promoted. We make an
assumption that in a mature market, most products’ market
outcomes are relatively stable in short time periods, e.g. within
a few weeks, since a product’s reputation and customers’
overall preferences do not change rapidly, unless some sudden
changes occur [15]. In this study, we capture a product’s
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B. External Energy - Rating Manipulation
The first potential source of “promotion energy” is selfboosting rating manipulations, which directly increase a target
product’s rating value and volume by inserting overly inflated
ratings. We validate the impact of such manipulations by
discussing how the change of rating value and volume affects products’ future downloads. Specifically, we assume the
original product rating value r̄t−1 and volume vet−1 have been
changed by rating manipulations in week t − 1, which leads to
changes in weekly download as ∆dt . Note that unfair ratings
which change r̄t−1 will inevitably change vet−1 in practice.
Nevertheless, by introducing the statistic regression model, we
are able to analyze the consequences of changing r̄t−1 and
vet−1 independently.
1) Change of Rating Value: Based on values of β2 (α)
and β3 (α), the impact of changing a product’s rating value
is shown in Figure 1. Specifically, four different markets
including “Anti-virus”, “Download Managers”, “File Sharing”,
and “Web Browsers” are represented in the upper left, upper
right, lower left and lower right subplots, respectively. For each
subplot, the x-axis represents product original ranks Rt−1 and
the y-axis represents the increase in weekly downloads (∆dt )
in terms of percentage. The impact of increasing products’ rating values by 0.5 star is illustrated. Specifically, five different
curves are shown to represent if the products’ original rating
values (i.e. r̄t−1 ) were 1-star, 2-star, 3-star, 4-star and 4.5-star,
respectively. Note that the fifth curve represents r̄t−1 as 4.5star instead of 5-star since 5-star is the maximum rating value
in most rating systems and cannot be increased any further.
Several common trends are observed in all these four markets.
First, the future weekly downloads for top ranked products
will not be influenced by the changes of their average rating
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We make an interesting observation that the quantile of
product downloads in our proposed model actually captures
the analogy between an electron’s energy level transition and
a product’s market outcome level transition.
In atomic physics, energy level transition describes that
an electron, after absorbing energy, may change its energy
level to a higher energy excited state. Similarly, in the online
market, a product, after absorbing some “promotion energy”,
may attract extra market downloads and jump to a higher rank.
Note that in this paper, a higher rank denotes a rank with a
smaller index value. For example, given two ranks as 40 and
20, we consider rank 20 is a higher rank. As an electron’s
energy level transition requires a sufficient amount of extra
energy, in the online market, a product’s rank transition also
requires a sufficient number of extra downloads. In other
words, the extra increased downloads have to exceed a certain
threshold to make the rank transition occur.
Through this analogy, we ground our research questions
to what sources can provide such “promotion energy”. This
question is addressed in the following sections.

Download Increase (Percentage)

A. An Analogy
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market outcome through its absolute amount of weekly downloads.

80
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Product Rank

60

5 star

Fig. 1: Impact of Rating Value Change
values. The possible reason is that these products are so wellestablished in their own markets so that their reputation has
been well recognized. Increasing their rating values can do
little to change people’s opinions and thus will not attract
extra downloads from real users. For example, in the “Web
Browser” market, the top ranked products include Mozilla
Firefox 2.0.0.11, Internet Explorer 7, Mozilla Firefox 3 beta 2,
Netscape Navigator 9.0.0.5 and Safari 3.0.4 public beta, which
have been widely adopted by the public.
Second, boosting a product’s rating value will increase its
weekly downloads if its original rating value r̄ti is high (e.g.
above 3-star). Overly inflating the rating value of a product
with low original ratings may even hurt its next week’s
downloads. For example, in the “Web Browser” market, for
products ranked below 30, if their original rating values were
2-star (i.e. represented by green plus signs), increasing their
rating values will cause drops of their future downloads.
The possible reason could be users’ awareness of rating
manipulations. In particular, users may be used to a product’s
original rating value r̄ti , which exists for a certain time
duration. A sudden boost of the rating score from a very low
value may raise users’ concerns instead of their trust, which
will in turn lead to a drop of the future downloads. This is an
interesting observation that has never been paid attention to
by other rating manipulation studies, which often simply treat
rating value increase and product download increase equally.
However, we have shown that malicious attackers may shoot
themselves in the foot by arbitrarily increasing a product’s
rating value while ignoring its original rating.
2) Change of Rating Volume: The impact of changing
products’ rating volumes is shown in Figure 2. Same as Figure
1, the four subplots represent four different markets. Specifically, for each subplot, the x-axis represents product ranks and
the y-axis represents the increase in future weekly downloads
in terms of percentage. The red circle at each particular rank
represents the percentage of download increases caused by
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Fig. 3: Impact of Herding Effect

increasing the product’s rating volume by 1% when all else
being equal.
For all four subfigures, we make the following observations.
First, the increase of rating volumes will always lead to
positive impact on improving future downloads. Therefore,
compared to boosting rating value, increasing rating volume
at the existing rating level could be a more general strategy
that is independent of the product’s original rating status.
Second, the downloads of top ranked products are influenced most by rating volume changes, since more rating
volume typically indicates higher visibility which plays an
essential role in attracting more downloads.
Third, in spite of some occasional fluctuations, the impact
of rating volume change dramatically drops for lower ranked
products. It shows that manipulating higher ranked products
often yield a better return. Nevertheless, we have to note
that this figure shows the increase of rating volume in terms
of percentage instead of absolute value. Generally speaking,
higher ranked products often possess larger rating volume.
Therefore, the same 1% rating volume may represent dramatically different absolute values for higher and lower ranked
products. But this observation still makes sense because there
often exist popular products that have not attracted too many
ratings yet, such as newly released products. Manipulating
such products could lead to maximum manipulation gain. An
example is YouTube Grabber 4.2.7 which is ranked as #9 in
the “Download Managers” market while only possessing 27
ratings. Free Mobile Ringtones 1.1, another software in the
same market, is ranked as 35 but has 100 ratings already.
Based on the above discussions on the impact of changes in
rating value and volume, we would like to further investigate
how these observations would affect the design of manipulation strategies in Section V.

we also discover another source of “promotion energy” as
the market self-exiting power, due to the aforementioned
herding and network effect. Specifically, if the target product’s
downloads and even market rank are improved, some further
pushing up power will be excited by the market, which may
help the target product attract even more downloads in the
future. We call such pushing up power as the market’s “selfexciting power”.
1) Existence of Self-exciting Power: We validate the
existence of self-exciting power as follows. Recall that this
power in essence is excited by the herding effect of rank
improvement and network effect of download increase, which
are captured by two quantile based parameters β4 (α) and
β6 (α), respectively. By examining the impact of these two
parameters on products’ market outcomes in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, we find them as always positive for all products in
all four markets. It indicates that both a products’ download
increase and its rank improvement will cause positive increase
in its future market outcome. In other words, the market’s selfexciting power does exist.
2) Consecutive Self-excitation: More importantly, we observe that a consecutive self-excitation process may be initiated as a result of the market’s self-exciting power. Specifically, the self-exciting power will directly lead to extra
increase of the target product’s downloads. Once the extra
increased downloads exceed the rank transition requirement,
the product rank will be further improved. We define the rank
promotion caused by the self-exciting power as self-excited
rank promotion. Such rank promotion and extra download
increase will continue stimulating the market’s self-exciting
power, which may lead to another round of self-excited rank
promotion and download increase. This creates consecutive
self-excitation process over multiple rounds.
First, we validate the existence of self-excited rank promotion in Figure 5, where product rank and the offset of
download increase are represented by the x-axis and y-axis
respectively. Assume that product i’s rank has been promoted
i
by 1 from time t − 1 to time t (i.e. Rti = Rt−1
− 1),

C. Internal Energy - Market Self-exciting Power
Besides rating manipulations that influence products’ market outcomes by directly changing rating value and volume,
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automatically excited to a higher rank with no need of further
manipulations.
More important, in Figure 5, we only demonstrate the
excitation power generated by one rank jump. If the product’s
rank has been improved by more than one position in the
previous iteration, the self-excitation power will be stronger
and may even turn the negative offset ∆dachi − ∆dreq to
positive.
Second, we further illustrate the consecutive self-excitation
through a specific example. The software in the File Sharing
market named “BadBlue Personal Edition 2.7” is ranked 47
at week 26. Assume its rank is improved to 42 at week 27 by
rating manipulations. As a result, we find that without introducing any further external energy (e.g. rating manipulations),
its rank continues to climb up to 39, 38, 36, 35, 33, 31, 29
and 28 in the following 8 weeks and stops there at week 35.
These rank transitions in week 28 ∼ 35 are all powered by
the market’s self-excitation.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate
such consecutive self-excitation of the online market. How to
utilize this impact to facilitate rating manipulations will be
further studied in Section V.
Through the above discussions, we discover that a product’s
rank can be promoted by either the “external energy” provided
by rating manipulations or the “internal energy” generated by
the market’s self-exciting power. Inspired by this observation,
we propose a novel iterative rating attack which enhances the
manipulation impact on product sales/downloads by integrating these two types of energy.

10
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40

V. Proposed Attack
−1
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20
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60

Inspired by observations obtained in Section IV, in this
section, we propose a novel iterative rating manipulation
strategy by integrating both the external and internal promotion
energy.
A. Attack Model

Fig. 5: Market Self-excitation
and such promotion comes from the extra increase of its
total downloads from deit−1 to deit . Both of these two factors
contribute to product i’s market outcome improvement, which
leads to an increase in the future weekly downloads by ∆dachi .
Furthermore, we also assume that it requires ∆dreq to continue
i
climbing up by one rank (e.g. Rt+1
= Rti −1). In other words,
∆dachi represents the excitation power generated by products’
market outcome improvement, while ∆dreq represents the
rank promotion requirement. The offset between these two
values (i.e. ∆dachi − ∆dreq ) is illustrated for each product
rank through the red curve in Figure 5. We also draw a blue
horizontal line to indicate zeros for better illustration.
From Figure 5, we observe the same trend for all four
markets. That is, ∆dachi − ∆dreq often yields non-negative
values for medium ranks while negative values for top and low
ranks. A non-negative offset at a given rank indicates that the
self-exciting power is sufficient to cover the rank promotion
requirement. In other words, if a product was pushed up
to this rank from a lower one, it will be continuously and

We make the following assumptions about the attack model.
• Attack goal: The attacker aims to boost the market
outcome of the target product by inserting unfair ratings.
• Attack power: The attack power, measured by the total
number of unfair ratings possessed by the attacker, is
limited. We assume the number of unfair ratings is N .
The attack scenario where attacker can overwhelm the
market by inserting arbitrary number of unfair ratings is
beyond the scope of this study.
• Attack knowledge: We assume that some product related
information, product weekly downloads, market rank,
existing rating value and volume, is made available to
the public by the online market. Therefore, malicious
attackers are also aware of such information for not
only the target product but also all other products in the
market.
In particular, we design the attack strategy by considering
two aspects: (1) how to determine the unfair rating values and
volume and (2) how to efficiently insert these unfair ratings,
so that the target product’s market outcome can be improved
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the most. These two aspects are analyzed in details in Section
V-B and V-C.
B. Determine Unfair Rating Value and Volume
In Section IV, we observe that increasing a product’s rating
volume always leads to increase of its future downloads.
However, overly boosting the rating value of a low-rating
product may lead to drop of its future downloads. Based on
such observations, we propose to determine unfair rating value
and volume based on the target product’s own property.
We first derive the equation to measure the impact of
changes in rating value and volume on products’ weekly
downloads. Specifically, we take partial differentiation with
respect to rating value and volume on both sides of equation
(2) [46]. This leads to the following equation.

1) Case I: (β2 (α) + 2 ∗ β3 (α)r̄o ) > 0. Products with
original rating values higher than the critical rating value fall
in this case. To ensure positive impact on future downloads,
manipulations on these products have to satisfy
r̄mal − r̄o > −
Let
λ=

β5 (α) ∗ (vo + vmal )
β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o

(7)

β5 (α) ∗ (vo + vmal )
.
β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o

The value of λ is always positive, since β5 (α), (β2 (α) + 2 ∗
β3 (α)r̄o ) and vo + vmal are all positive. In addition, more
powerful attacks (i.e. larger vmal ) on products with larger
rating volumes (i.e. larger vo ) will yield larger λ values.
Feasible attacks: We consider attacks that have positive
impact on products’ weekly downloads (i.e. satisfying in∆d = (β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o ) ∗ ∆r̄ + β5 (α)∆v
(3) equality (7)) as feasible attacks. Then, there are two types of
feasible attacks. First, self-boosting attacks with r̄mal − r̄o > 0
Specifically, ∆d represents the increment of future weekly can always increase products’ weekly downloads. Second,
downloads; β2 (α), β3 (α) and β5 (α) are parameters extracted an interesting observation is that even attacks with unfair
from the market data by the regression model, where α rep- rating values slightly smaller than the original ratings (i.e.
resents product quantile; and r̄o represents products’ original r̄mal ∈ (r̄o − λ, r̄o ]) may still cause positive impact on
average rating values. In addition, ∆v and ∆r̄ are the increased future downloads. And more powerful attacks on products
rating volumes and values caused by rating manipulations. with more existing rating volumes can tolerate an even larger
Hence, we have
offset between unfair ratings and original ratings. The potential
reason is that high rating volume ensures the product’s visibil∆v = vmal
(4) ity which may then provide positive impact on the product’s
future downloads. Therefore, unfair ratings with their values
r̄mal ∗ vmal + r̄o ∗ vo
− r̄o
∆r̄ =
in (r̄o − λ, 5] can boost products’ outcomes. The upper limit
(vo + vmal )
(5) is set as 5 since it is assumed to be the maximum rating value.
r̄mal − r̄o
∗ vmal
=
Optimal attack: Among all the feasible attacks, the optimal
vmal + vo
one in this case is to insert all the N unfair ratings with the
where vo denotes products’ original rating volumes; r̄mal and
highest possible values, since ∆d is monotonically increasing
vmal represent the value and volume of unfair ratings inserted
as r̄mal and vmal increase. Note that due to the employment of
by the attacker, respectively.
defense schemes, there is also a higher risk for the ratings with
To boost the target product’s market outcome, a malicious
extremely high values to be identified as malicious ratings and
attacker has to ensure that the change in weekly downloads
removed from the system. The highest rating value that can
(∆d) is positive. By substituting ∆v and ∆r̄ using equation
avoid being detected is closely related with the specific defense
(4) and (5), we obtain
scheme and is therefore beyond the scope of this study.
r̄mal − r̄o
2) Case II: (β2 (α) + 2 ∗ β3 (α)r̄o ) = 0. Products with
∆d = (β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o ) ∗
vmal + β5 (α)vmal > 0
vmal + vo
original rating values equal to the critical rating value fall in
r̄mal − r̄o
this case. In this case, inequality (6) is always satisfied since
+ β5 (α) > 0
⇒(β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o ) ∗
vmal + vo
β5 (α)vmal is always positive. The manipulation impact is only
(6) determined by malicious rating volume v , and not related
mal
Note that we extract β2 (α) < 0, β3 (α) > 0 and β5 (α) > 0 with r̄mal . Therefore, the feasible attacks include any attacks
for all the products in the four markets from the regression that insert ratings. The optimal attack in this case is to simply
model and therefore consider them true for a general market. insert all the N unfair ratings with arbitrary values to avoid
The inequality (6) can be analyzed in three cases according being detected.
3) Case III: (β2 (α) + 2 ∗ β3 (α)r̄o ) < 0. Products with
to the value of (β2 (α) + 2 ∗ β3 (α)r̄o ).
original rating value lower than the critical rating value fall

in this case. To achieve positive impact on future downloads,
β2 (α)
if r̄o > − 2β
case I

> 0
3 (α)
manipulations on these products have to satisfy:
β2 (α)
(β2 (α) + 2 ∗ β3 (α)r̄o ) = 0
if r̄o = − 2β
case II
3 (α)


β2 (α)
β5 (α) ∗ (vo + vmal )
case III
<0
if r̄o < − 2β
(8)
r̄mal − r̄o < −
3 (α)
β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o
Hence, we propose a rating value rc (α), calculated as
Still let
β2 (α)
, as the critical rating value, which changes
rc (α) = − 2β
β5 (α) ∗ (vo + vmal )
3 (α)
λ=
.
across different product quantiles.
β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o
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Type I
(r̄ > rc (α))
Type II
(r̄ = rc (α))

Feasible Attacks
r̄mal ∈ (r̄o − λ, 5], (λ > 0)
vmal > 0
r̄mal = any value
vmal > 0

Type III
(r̄ < rc (α))

r̄mal ∈ [1, r̄o − λ), (λ < 0)
vmal > 0

Optimal Attack
r̄mal = 5
vmal = N
vmal = N
S1: r̄mal = r̄o
vmal = N
S2: r̄mal = 1
vmal = N

TABLE II: Attacks for Different Product Types

The value of λ is always negative, since the values of β5 (α),
vo + vmal and (β2 (α) + 2 ∗ β3 (α)r̄o ) are positive, positive, and
negative, respectively. Inequality (8) limits the maximum value
of unfair ratings. In other words, a target product’s market
outcome may even drop if malicious attackers aggressively
insert unfair ratings with arbitrary large values. Manipulations
on these products are more tricky.
Feasible attacks: A straightforward self-boosting strategy
is to carefully choose malicious rating values within the range
[r̄o , r̄o − λ). More powerful attacks on products with more
existing rating volume can push the upper limit higher so that
the range of feasible unfair rating values is larger. This strategy
achieves the best results when r̄mal = r̄o , indicating that
providing more ratings while not changing the original rating
value could boost product downloads the most.
The second manipulation strategy is a little bit counterintuitive because malicious attackers can insert unfair ratings
with minimum rating values, such as 1-star, that are even
lower than a product’s original rating value r̄o , although they
aim to boost the target product’s market outcome. According
to inequality (6), ∆d is monotonically increasing as r̄mal
decreases. Therefore, this strategy achieves the best results
when r̄mal = 1, where 1 is assumed to be the minimum
rating value. Furthermore, this strategy can even outperform
the straightforward strategy discussed in the above paragraph
due to the low value of unfair rating. This matches the
phenomenon that in reality, controversial items often obtain
more visibility and attract more downloads. Despite its short
term positive effect, this strategy will hurt the target product’s
market reputation in the long run. Therefore, businesses that
aim to survive in the market for a long term may need to adopt
it cautiously.
As a summary, we classify products into three types according to whether their original rating value is higher than,
equal to, or lower than the corresponding critical rating value.
The feasible and optimal manipulation strategies for each
product type are investigated. Detailed information is listed in
Table II. Note that the optimal attack is obtained by assuming
the absence of defense scheme. When considering defense
schemes, the attacker may need to find other feasible attacks
to achieve the optimal boosting effect.
C. Insert Unfair Ratings in an Iterative Way
Once the unfair rating value and volume are determined,
the next question is how to insert these unfair ratings in an
efficient way. This question has been seldom investigated in
existing studies. Through the following analysis, however, we

Fig. 6: Illustration of Proposed Attack
have shown that different ways of inserting unfair ratings may
yield significantly different attack results.
Inspired by the market’s consecutive self-exciting property,
we propose an iterative attack strategy (i.e. Siter ) that distributes the total N unfair ratings over multiple iterations.
For each iteration, unfair ratings are only inserted in the first
week, providing the initial power to stimulate the market’s
self-exciting power. If the self-excitation process occurs, the
attacker will not insert unfair ratings until the target product’s
self-excited rank promotion stops.
Figure 6 illustrates three different manipulation iterations.
Specifically, the time stamp wi represents week i in this study,
and Ri represents target product’s rank at time wi . A smaller
Ri value indicates a higher/improved rank. In iteration 1, when
unfair ratings are inserted after week 1, the product rank may
get improved (i.e. R2 ≤ R1 ). Consequently, a consecutive selfexcitation process is triggered, leading to continuous product
rank promotion in the following 3 weeks. Note that no further
unfair ratings are inserted during these 3 weeks. Such process
stops at week 5 and therefore, the product rank at week 6
is not further improved (i.e. R6 = R5 ). Being aware of the
stop of self-excitation process, the attacker then launches the
2nd iteration after week 6. It’s possible that the self-excitation
is only stimulated once and does not cause continuous rank
promotion, such as in manipulation iteration 2. Nevertheless,
if the self-excitation is not stimulated by the insertion of unfair
ratings, such as manipulation iteration 3, a new iteration will
be launched (e.g. after week 11).
We further demonstrate such a process with a specific example. The software in the anti-virus market named “Defender
Pro Anti Virus/Firewall 5.0.39” (DPAV), which has attracted
9088 total downloads and 24 ratings with an average value
of 3, is ranked 71 at week 26 in the market. We manipulate
this product by inserting 20 five-star ratings at week 26, which
successfully boosts its rank to 70 at week 27. Without further
inserting any unfair ratings, we continue tracking its rank
transition and find that the rank climbs up to 69, 65, 62, 58,
52, 48, 47, and 46 in the following 8 weeks and stops at
rank 43 at week 36. These rank transitions in week 28 ∼
36 are all powered by the market’s self-excitation since the
manipulation only occurs at week 26. We consider the selfexcitation stopped since the rank does not change any further,
and then launch the second iteration by adding 30 more ratings
at week 37. These 30 ratings further boost the product rank to
42 at week 38. Without any further manipulations, the product
rank continues to be promoted to 41, 40, 38, 35, and stops at
33 at week 43.
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Fig. 7: Product Types
To further illustrate the efficiency of the iterative approach,
we compare it to the commonly adopted approach, which
inserts all the N unfair ratings for the target product at once.
We call it the all-together strategy Sall . Still using the above
example, we insert all the 50 unfair ratings at week 26, which
boosts the product rank to 65 at week 27. Then the product
rank is promoted by market self-excitation to 65, 60, 52, 47,
43 in the following 5 weeks and stops at 42 at week 32.
The proposed scheme outperforms Sall due to the repeated
utilization of the market self-exiting property.
VI. Experiment
In this section, we validate the impact of the proposed rating
attack on products’ market outcomes by using the 26th week
data in our sample. As we mentioned earlier, the first 25-week
data is used for estimating the regression model.
Generally speaking, a product’s market outcome can be
evaluated by either its download increase or its rank improvement. Download increase is adopted as the evaluation
criteria in Section VI-A, since we focus on the impact of
rating manipulations that directly target download increase.
In Section VI-B, rank improvement is evaluated since it plays
a significant role in the self-exciting process and we expect
to push up the product rank within each iteration and over
iterations. In such a scenario, rank improvement serves as a
more direct and accurate way to assess attack impact.
A. Impact of Rating Changes
1) Product Type Demonstration: The analysis in Section
V-B shows that the impact of rating manipulations is closely
related to target product’s own properties, including its market
rank and existing rating. In this section, we would like to
demonstrate product types based on the CNETD data set.
We illustrate the types of products in Figure 7. Specifically, four different market categories including “Anti-virus”,
“Download Managers”, “File Sharing”, and “Web Browsers”

are represented in the upper left, upper right, lower left and
lower right subplots, respectively. For each subplot, the x-axis
represents product ranks and the y-axis represents products’
original rating value.
Recall that the analysis in Section V-B identify product
types based on the value of β2 (α) + 2β3 (α)r̄o , which requires
complex statistic studies on the entire market. Nevertheless,
from Figure 7, we observe some much simpler rules to roughly
identify product types based on their ranks and original rating
values, which makes rating manipulations even easier.
• Top ranked or very low ranked products are often type
II products, whose rating value changes does not affect
their market outcomes much.
• Medium ranked products with higher original rating values are often type I products, whose rating value increase
always yields positive impact on their market outcomes.
• Medium ranked products with low original rating values
are often type III products, whose rating value increase
may yield negative impact on their market outcomes.
The underlying rationale is that, facing a vast amount of
products, online customers may first refer to extreme product
ranks to make their decisions. On the one hand, products with
extraordinary high ranks may still attract customers’ attention
even if their original rating values were very low. For example,
in the “Web Browser” market, some type II products may
even have their original rating values below 2-star. On the
other hand, some extremely low ranked products may also
belong to type II products because customers are scared by
their ranking and are very unlikely to try them out, no matter
how their rating values change.
For most products without extreme ranks in the market,
customers are more sensitive to their rating value changes. In
particular, for products with high original rating values (i.e.
type I), customers tend to believe the rating value increase
is caused by quality improvement, and are therefore more
likely to download them. For products with low original rating
values (i.e. type III), there is a higher chance for customers to
relate the rating value increase, especially dramatic increase,
to rating manipulations, leading to even negative impact on
product downloads.
2) Manipulations with Different Rating Values: In this
section, we examine the impact of manipulations with different unfair values on different types of products. The “Web
Browser” market has been chosen as an example for demonstration. Specifically, 10 unfair ratings are inserted for each
product and the increased downloads ∆d are recorded. The
results are shown in Figure 8, where the upper, medium and
bottom subplots demonstrate manipulations on type I, type
II and type III products, respectively. There are 5 curves in
each subplot representing manipulations with 5 different unfair
values from 1-star to 5-star.
From Figure 8, we observe different trends for different
product types. (1) For each type I product, manipulations with
higher rating value, such as 5-star, will attract more downloads
than that with lower rating value do. (2) For each type III
product, manipulations with higher rating values will attract
fewer downloads. Moreover, overly inflated ratings (e.g. 5star unfair ratings) can even cause negative impact on product
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By comparing Figure 8 to Figure 9, we observe that for all
three types of products, manipulations with larger volume lead
to more future downloads. For example, with only 10 unfair
ratings, the maximum ∆d values are 5.2%, 10% and 5% for
type I, II, and III products, respectively. With 20 unfair ratings,
the maximum ∆d values are increased to 10.4%, 20% and 10%
for type I, II, and III products, respectively. It indicates that
more powerful manipulations (i.e. larger volume) are able to
boost products’ downloads more.
The observations in this section and Section VI-A2 further
validate the discussion in Section V-B.
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Fig. 9: Manipulations with 20 Unfair Ratings
downloads. (3) For each type II product, manipulations with
same rating volume but different rating values always attract
same amount of downloads. Note that, although the “Web
Browser” market is chosen as an example, the same results
are observed for all four categories.
3) Manipulations with Different Rating Volumes: In this
section, we further investigate the impact of rating volumes on
different types of products by repeating the above experiments
with different unfair rating volumes. More unfair ratings,
i.e. 20, are inserted for each product. Results from the “
Web Browser” market are shown in Figure 9 for comparison
purposes, while the same observations can still be made for
the other three markets.

To validate the feasibility of the proposed iterative manipulation strategy, we would like to compare its attack results
to that of the conventional all-together strategy by fixing the
manipulation power (i.e. unfair rating volume). In particular,
our proposed iterative manipulation strategy starts with an
initial rating attack followed by each iteration of continuously inserting fake reviews when the self-exciting power is
exhausted.
In particular, we choose the Anti-virus market as an example to demonstrate the attack comparison, while similar
observations are also found in the other three markets. The
malicious attacker is supposed to have 50 unfair ratings in
total. In the all-together strategy, all the 50 unfair ratings are
inserted together at week 26. On the other hand, four iterative
attacks are examined, where the 50 unfair ratings are evenly
split into 50, 10, 5, and 2 iterations (i.e. weeks) to be inserted,
respectively. In addition, each experiment chooses one product
to be the target product. We repeatedly run this experiment for
all the products in the Anti-virus market. The impact of these
four iterative attacks on each product is compared to that of
the all-together strategy and results are shown in Figure 10.
There are four subplots in Figure 10, comparing each of
the four iterative strategies to the all-together strategy. In
each plot, the x-axis represents product ranks, and the y-axis
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TABLE III: Manipulation Impact on Medium Rank Products
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Fig. 11: Comparison between Siter and Sall
represents the rank improvement caused by attacks. The rank
improvement caused by the all-together strategy is marked as
red plus sign, while that of the iterative strategies is marked
as black points.
We can make two observations from Figure 10. First,
the upper left (i.e. 50-iteration) strategy deviates the most
from the all-together strategy, while the lower right (i.e. 2iteration) strategy deviates the least. The reason is that as
the number of iterations reduces, more ratings are inserted
in each iteration, leading to more similar attack results as that
of the all-together strategy. Second, for each specific subplot,
the all-together strategy outperforms the iterative strategy on
low ranked products and matches the iterative strategy on
top ranked products. Nevertheless, on medium rank products,
the iterative one often outperforms the all-together one. For
example, among the 19 products ranking from 58 to 76, the
50-iteration strategy yields better rank improvement on 15 of
them.
So far, we have fixed the manipulation power as 50 unfair
ratings. Next, we would like to investigate if the same observations still exist for manipulations with different strength.
Specifically, the manipulation power is adjusted as 10, 20,
50 and 200 unfair ratings in total, respectively. Since we
observe in Figure 10 that the performance of the one-ratingper-iteration strategy deviates most from the all-together one,
the following comparisons will focus on these two strategies
only.
We will use Siter to represent the one-rating-per-iteration
strategy and Sall to represent the all-together strategy in the
following discussions. Both Siter and Sall are applied on each
product. The rank improvement offset is calculated as the
rank improvement caused by the iterative strategy subtracts
that caused by the all-together one. This value, therefore, is
positive when the iterative strategy yields better performance
and is negative the other way round. The comparison results
are shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, there are four subplots, representing four
different manipulation power settings. For each subplot, the
x-axis represents products’ original rank while the y-axis represents the rank improvement offset. To assist the visualization
of the results, we use black points, red plus and blue circles
to represent products on which Siter achieves better, worse or
equal performance compared to Sall , respectively.
From Figure 11, we can still observe that regardless of the
manipulation power, Sall always achieves the same manipulation impact as Siter does on top rank products and beats Siter
on low rank products. On medium rank products, however,
Siter often outperforms Sall . We further conduct quantitative
comparisons between Siter and Sall on medium rank products
in Table III.
Specifically, Prange represents the range of “medium” rank
products; ∆Rmax represents the maximum rank improvement
offset, and Pratio represents the percentage of “medium” rank
products on which Siter outperforms Sall . For example, for
attacks with 10 unfair ratings, products ranking from 39 to
98 all belong to medium ranks, and the proposed attack Siter
achieves better performance on 81.67% of them. In the best
case, the final rank of the target product manipulated by Siter
is 43 ranks higher than the case if it was manipulated by Sall .
We can observe high Pratio values for all the four attack
scenarios, indicating that the proposed Siter outperforms Sall
on most “medium” rank products. Moreover, such advantage
varies over different manipulation power. The increase of
manipulation power leads to range shrink of medium ranks
as well as the value drop of Pratio and ∆Rmax , indicating
less obvious advantages for iterative manipulations.
Through the above discussions, the attackers are able to
derive their optimal manipulation strategy as follows. (1) If
the target product is top ranked product, it does not really
matter if the attacker chooses to insert unfair ratings all at
once or through several iterations. (2) If the target product is
low ranked product, the all-together strategy often yields better
performance. (3) If the target product is “medium” ranked
product, the attacker needs to choose two strategies alternatively according to his/her manipulation power. For “rich”
attackers with sufficient manipulation power, it is generally
better to insert the unfair ratings all at once. For attackers
with constrained manipulation power, it is generally better to
insert the unfair ratings through several iterations.
VII. Discussion and Future Work
The prosperity of online rating systems has significantly
influenced the way people make their online purchasing/downloading decisions. Meanwhile, the simplicity of generating online ratings/reviews makes such systems vulnerable
to diverse manipulations from malicious vendors in practice.
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Being closely related to the root of this issue, the study of
rating attack strategies, however, is still immature.
In this study, we first understand the economic impact of
different influential factors on product sales/downloads by
applying a quantile regression model on a real market data
set that contains product download information. Based on
such understandings, we then classify products into three
types according to their own property and propose distinct
feasible and optimal manipulation strategies for each product
type. More important, we further disclose and validate the
existence of the self-excited rank promotion. By integrating
manipulation power with market’s self-exciting power, we
then propose a novel iterative rating attack and validate its
advantage through experiments.
Beyond the specific CNETD context in this study, we would
like to further discuss the feasibility of the proposed attack on
other different online rating platforms. First, quantile regression models have been adopted by a number of prior work
[25]–[28] to evaluate the impact of user ratings on products’
market outcome on a variety of online rating platforms and
have demonstrated convincing results. Therefore, we believe
that the market self-exciting power observed based on such
model also exists across different online rating platforms.
Second, we acknowledge that the proposed attack may be
detected by existing defense schemes. One example is the user
behavior pattern based unfair rating detection [8], [43]–[45],
which identifies malicious reviewers by checking their review
history and/or social networking connections. Furthermore,
since the proposed attack aims to promote products’ rank,
another potential defense could be tracking products’ ranking
and identifying the products with rapid rank changes as
suspicious products. In addition, many online rating platforms
verify user ratings/reviews through manual checking, customer
reporting, or transaction verification, which makes the success
of the proposed attack more difficult.
Nevertheless, the proposed attack is still feasible on different
online rating platforms due to two reasons. (1) It can be
adjusted to partially avoid, if not completely, being detected by
these defense schemes by slowly changing the target product’s
rating value/volume and spending more time/money to mimic
normal behavior pattern. The tradeoff is that the manipulation
cost is increasing and the process becomes longer, which may
lead to a slower increase of the manipulation profits. (2) More
important, in the proposed attack, malicious attackers can
customize attack strategies based on their manipulation power,
the specific property of the target product and the market selfexciting power. Most of current defense schemes, however, use
same detection settings for all products and therefore cannot
effectively detect each individual target product promoted by
the proposed attack. Therefore, we believe that the proposed
attack is feasible across different online rating platforms.
Through this study, we also identify several interesting
directions for further investigation. First, we emphasize that
the promotional effect on products’ market outcome is determined by not only attacker’s manipulation power but also the
specific property of the target product and the market selfexciting power. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to make this statement. It also guides the future

attack/defense studies in online rating systems towards the
direction of customization, which is rarely investigated in
current literature. Second, time factor may play an important
role in influencing attack results. There have been many online
articles/reports discussing the best time of a day to generate
influential posts on different social networking sites, such as
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and etc., whereas the reported
best timing seems to vary across different platforms, regions,
target audience and contents. Nevertheless, there is limited
scientific work to study how different timing of fake rating
injection will affect the manipulation impact. Our current data
set only allows the analysis based on each week. We plan to
collect data sets with finer-grained time stamps. Last but not
least, we would like to study the tradeoff between bypassing
defense schemes and making manipulation profits faster. An
optimized solution to balance attack costs and profits will
make the proposed attack even stronger.
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